
GVDirect™ diligently works to ensure our performance lineup of laminate films, digital technologies, 
equipment, and all things finishing work for our customers to gain consumer attention and market 
share. GVDirect™ diligently endeavors to deliver value in service, product, and equipment that 
surpass market demands, support productivity, and uphold social and environmental integrity.
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SF2 & Face Trimmer
Wire-Stitch Bookletmaker
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per hour
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Note: The information given above is believed to be true and accurate and is not intended to violate any statutory condition or right of a third party. GVDirect™ makes no warranty, express 
or implied, as to the fitness of the products for any specific use or purpose. The above data is purely for reader’s consideration, investigation and verification.

SF2 Specifications

Sheet Size Min. 4.75" x 8.5" / Max. 12.75" x 18.5"

Speed 2,300 sets / hour

Sheet capacity Up to 25 sheets

Dimensions 21" D x 52" W x 24.5" H

Shipping Weight 400 lbs

Electrical 115 V, 60 Hz

SF2 & Face Trimmer
WIRE-STITCH BOOKLETMAKER
Wire-fed stitching system provides lower operating costs than bookletmakers using pre-formed staples   produces 
booklets up to 100 pages*. Low maintenance—jogs, stitches, and folds up to 65,000 booklets without replacing wire 
spools. Runs on-line with a variety of collators (interface is included) including the MBM FC 10 . Easy to use, push-button 
controls with 6 digit counter. Staple leg adjustment feature allows staple length to be custom fit to the size of book 
being run. Heavy-duty clutch and bearings. Moveable, magnetic stitching heads. One-step threading for quick and easy 
set-up. Knife fold with dual fold rollers for crisp, consistent folds. Powered exit conveyor. Transparent safety access 
covers—machine will not operate with covers in open position. Includes back jog, and stand with casters. Optional 
activated clinch, and on-line corner/side stitch gate.

OPTIONAL FACE TRIMMER FOR SF 2 BOOKLETMAKER
Operates on-line with SF 2 bookletmaker. Trims booklets up to 100 pages*. Powered exit conveyor   transparent safety 
access cover—machine will not operate with cover in open position. Features includes jam detection, electrical interface 
for communication with StitchFold Bookletmaking System, safety interlock, and see through top cover.

ONE-STEP THREADING 
Magnetic stitching 
heads feature one-step 
threading for quick and 
easy set-up.

POWERED CONVEYOR 
The powered exit conveyor 
on the bookletmaker or 
trimmer stacks booklets 
neatly.FACE TRIMMER

Min. 4.75" x 8.75" / Max. 12.68" x 18.25"

Up to 2,300 booklets / hour

4.00" cut width x 4.13" to fold (trim length)
2 sheets 20# bond thickness
Max: 12.71" cut width x 9.00" to fold (trim length)
50 sheets 20# bond thickness (0.20")
0.625" maximum material trim

4.25" x 5.5", 5.5" x 8.5", 8.5" x 11", 4.75" x 4.75" "CD"

Indexing conveyor

27.38" H x 26.42" W (Length without discharge table 
25.90") Length with fully extended discharge table 
48.44"

236 lbs

Standard outlet - 115 Volts, 60 Hz, 6 Amps (1/4 HP)
Optional: 230 Vac, 50 Hz, 3 Amps
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Face Trimmer Specifications




